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Status: Resolved % Done: 0%

Priority: Normal Spent time: 0.00 hour

Assignee: Nathan Cutler   

Category: rest-api   

Target version:    

Source:  Affected Versions:  

Tags:  ceph-qa-suite:  
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Regression: No Crash signature (v1):  

Severity: 3 - minor Crash signature (v2):  

Reviewed:    

Description

The ceph-mon package includes the ceph-rest-api application (old old REST API).

Now that the mgr includes a REST interface, we should drop ceph-rest-api.

History

#1 - 09/06/2017 06:01 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from New to In Progress

- Assignee set to Nathan Cutler

#2 - 09/06/2017 06:11 PM - Nathan Cutler

Note to self: https://shaman.ceph.com/builds/ceph/wip-21264/855bfda1fe38206cb556a8a0f6c5a46c8fd8e03c/

#3 - 09/06/2017 06:13 PM - Nathan Cutler

How about qa/tasks/calamari_nosetests.py and qa/tasks/calamari_setup.py - do we still need those? They don't seem to be used (grepping qa/suites/

for "calamari" comes up empty).

#4 - 09/06/2017 06:27 PM - Ken Dreyer

I think the calamari pieces could be dropped in a separate PR

I think there are some docs to drop as well right?

#5 - 09/06/2017 07:54 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from In Progress to Fix Under Review

master PR: https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/17530

Yes, I got the docs too (I think). Please let me know if you see something I missed.

#6 - 09/06/2017 07:58 PM - Nathan Cutler

I looked in the v12.2.0 release notes, but found no mention of ceph-rest-api being deprecated - should we add that for v12.2.1 ?
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#7 - 09/07/2017 01:52 PM - John Spray

While I'm not all that attached to ceph-rest-api myself, this definitely needs bringing up on the mailing lists.  We've been shipping it a long time, so it's

not unreasonable to imagine that there might be users.

#8 - 04/04/2018 06:07 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Resolved
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